Abstract-In this recent years, the integration of technology in learning and assessment has become a major need in education. In Indonesia, CBT has been used as a computer-based national examination system (UNBK), a computerized exam as a media to display the problem and process of answering it. In addition, Digital Assessment Bloom (DAB) research is a form of tool development a computer-based assessment for the ninth grade of Junior High School based on Bloom's revised taxonomy. This study aims at: (1) understanding the characteristics of Digital Assessment Bloom test items using the Item Response Theory and (2) determining the student's ability on the trial exam instruments. This study used quantitative approach assisted with SPSS and BILOGMG 3.0 software. The developed DAB has been piloted on a limited scale in two junior high schools selected by random sampling technique. Results showed that DAB instrument fulfilled the assumptions on item response theory and in accordance with the use of 3-Parameter Logistic models. Furthermore, the results indicated that there was an item classification of 16 good items stored in item bank for the sake of better use of the assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fact that the use of technology in the classroom practice has become more salient and resistible. The integration of technology in educational assessment answers effectively the recent challenge in the education field by developing and carrying out most of evaluation methods. In fact, the computerbased assessment performs better than the use of conventional method in a way of recording both of students' knowledge and cognitive abilities [1] . One of implementation form of technology in assessment is CBT (Computer-Based Testing), of which an innovative approach in educational evaluation might be conducted in faster and easier ways [2] .
The recent study concerning evaluation field have been focusing on the development of the use of computer-based evaluation with various approaches and techniques based on their purpose on evaluation and testing practices. In Indonesia, CBT has been used as the evaluation system in high school national final examination, or familiarly known as UNBK (Ujian Nasional Berbasis Komputer). Since 2016, the examination has implemented computer as a medium to present test items and answering process [3] . Another form of CBT is the Digital Assessment Bloom in which the revised Bloom's taxonomy has been considered as the main framework development [4] .
Innovation in evaluation and testing practices is important. However, those innovations should use standardized principle in analysing measurement data as the main reference in a way that the analysis would involve systematic procedure before a valid conclusion can be made from the analysis [5] . A high quality instrument is not only analysed theoretically (content, construct, and language) but also empirically [6] . In fact, there are two approaches in analysing the data resulted from measurement test, which are Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Response Theory (IRT) [7] . The CTT might result several weaknesses such as; the item difficulty level and the discriminant potency rely heavily on the used sample, the test result cannot be generalized outside the context used, and the reliability concept that remains unclear. Nevertheless, those weaknesses could be overcome by using the concept of IRT developed by [8] . They stated that IRT is basically developed using two postulates which are traits (person's ability dimension) and the relationship between subject in a certain item and the latent ability tool in a form of item characteristic curve. The traits are used for predicting subject's ability in a tested item.
Several assumptions applied in IRT cover unidimensional, local independent, and item characteristics function that reveal the actual relationship between unobserved variables (e.g. ability) with observed variable (e.g. responses) [8] . The unidimensional assumption stated that the developed items only measure one factor of the subject's ability. Unidimensional assumption can be fulfilled by calculating the ration between the first and the second chi-square whereas the higher ration conclude that the model is unidimensional [9] . As the second assumption, local independent suggests that the examinee responds toward a certain item that does not correlate with other tested item. The last assumption claims that the parametric invariance from which the item characteristics are not dependent with the examinees' ability, parametric distribution, and the examinee characteristic is not dependent with the test item's characteristic [6] .
The assumption used in IRT results three logistic models in describing the item characteristic function using particular parameter. One-parameter logistic model, which is also called Rasch' Model, describes the model of item characteristic function with parameter of difficulty or we can symbolize with b [8] . Meanwhile, the two-parameter logistic model uses parameter of difficulty level (b) and discriminant potency (a). There is an additional parameter named pseudo-guessing (c) as the three-parameter logistic model besides parameter of difficulty level (b) and discriminant potency (a).
In this study, a vast scale measurement result would be analysed. The developed Digital Assessment Bloom is used for eliciting the mathematics problems item test characteristic using IRT. Beside, this study also verify the assumptions in IRT which are unidimensional, local independent, and parametric invariance on Digital Assessment Bloom. Furthermore, a suitable logistic model is verified and good test items are analysed.
II. METHODS
This descriptive-evaluative research used quantitative approach to analyse the ninth grade of junior high school students in Surabaya who had already participated in the Digital Assessment Bloom test. This study describes IRT's assumptions namely unidimensional, local independence, and parameter invariance. Besides, this study also examined suitable logistic model for determining difficulty level, discriminate power, and pseudo-guessing. In addition, this study also revealed and elaborated good and bad items in Digital Assessment Bloom test.
This study was carried out in five public and private junior high schools in Surabaya with 947 participants. The participants were enrolled in the ninth grade for 2015/2016 academic year who further faced Computer based National Examination (UNBK) in 2016. Data collection in this study used documentation technique by collecting participant responses from the developed Digital Assessment Bloom. SPSS and Bilog-MG 3.0 were used to analyse both the IRT's assumptions, suitable logistic models for Digital Assessment Bloom, and suitable item parameters based on the logistic model. The parameter of difficulty level (b) could be seen from Threshold column. The discriminant item power (a) could be seen from Slope column. While pseudo-guessing (c) could be revealed from Asymptote column in Bilog-MG analysis results. Moreover, in determining whether the test item was good or not, Table 1 helps show the criteria used [10] . There were several techniques in examining IRT's assumptions and model matching test using either SPSS or BILOGMG 3.0. In examining IRT's assumptions, the unidimensional assumption could be tested using three different techniques covering Eigen-value analysis from interitems matrices, Stout test on unidimensional assumption, and residual-based index resulted from unidimensional solution (De Mars, 2010). Whereas, in this study, eigenvalue analysis was used to examine unidimensional assumption using SPSS. Moreover, local independency could be fulfilled by proofing unidimensional assumption [11] . There was a developed procedure to examine local independency of two items by using chi-square [8] . However, Hambleton's method would be inefficient if implemented in an instrument that had a number of test items. Furthermore, parametric invariance assumption could be seen on the group of different test items, by which gender difference was used in this study.
Model matching test was conducted to determine whether the resulted IRT analysis was already suitable with either one of the following logistic parametric models namely 1-PL, 2-PL or 3-PL. This test was carried out to determine feasibility of the test item used. There were two ways used to examine matching model based on the analysis of students' responses. They were statistics methods and Item Characteristic Curve method from which, in this study, statistics method was used. In details, this statistics method examined significant probability value from BILOGMG 3.0. If the value of sig < α, then item did not match with the model and a calculation on what extend the model did not match with the test items. During matching test, the model with the least incompatibility would be used for the next analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, Digital Assessment Bloom that had been implemented in wide scale was analysed for the IRT's assumptions, which are unidimensional, local independency, and parametric invariance. Furthermore, this paper discusses the suitable model in Digital Assessment Bloom instrument either 1-PL, 2-PL or 3-PL. From the analysis results, the characteristics of good test item would be elicited. [8] suggested that the IRT was based on three assumptions namely unidimensional, local independency, and parametric invariance. Unidimensional was described as each test item measuring one certain ability of which eigenvalues of interitems variance-covariance matrices used [6] . This test was carried out using SPSS to cope with the preliminary analysis. Sample's sufficiency analysis was shown by Chi-Square value on Bartlett test of 3807.538 with the degree of freedom 276 and p-value less than 0.01. This result implied that the size of participants in this study was already enough to apply unidimensional assumption. Based on factor analysis using SPSS, a scree plot was obtained (see Figure 1) . The diagram showed that the Eigenvalue started to decline horizontally from the third value. This suggested that there was only one dominant factor namely the first Eigenvalue in the developed Digital Assessment Bloom. The second Eigenvalue had significant effect on variance component that could be explained. In summary, this instrument, at least, measured two factors on which the first factor was the dominant one. The second assumption concerning local independency was revealed using unidimensional characteristic of the participant's responses on Digital Assessment Bloom instrument. Based on unidimensional test, this instrument was able to measure one dimension in mathematics ability. The unidimensional analysis showed that there was no correlation between participants' responses on an item toward different item [12, 13] . This suggested that local independence assumption had been fulfilled.
A. IRT's assumptions test
The third assumption was parametric invariance on which the test item characteristic was not influenced by the distribution of the participants' ability and the characteristic parameter of the participant was independent toward the test item characteristics [6] . Item parametric estimation on different group of participants was used to prove parametric invariance assumption. In this study, an analysis on discriminate power (a), difficulty level (b) and pseudo-guessing (c), as parametric invariance assumptions, on different gender group of participants was described in scatter plot (see Figure 2 ). Based on the result of parametric invariance test on male and female groups shown in Figure 2 , there was a significant correlation proven from the scatter plot by which the scatter was approaching a line through initial point and slope 1. Therefore, it suggested that the developed instrument had already satisfied the assumption in which the parameters on different gender group was invariance [14] . In short, three assumption analyses had shown that the developed Digital Assessment Bloom tested in wide scale had fulfilled unidimensional, local independency, and parametric invariance as IRT's assumption. [6] stated that comparing chi square value from three developed models could be used for logistic model testing. The test items in the instrument were compatible with the model of the calculated value of chi-square, of which it showed less than the chi-square value of the table. Moreover, the compatibility model could also be seen from significant value (sig<α) in which the model showed incompatible with the developed model. Based on the result of matching test on Digital Assessment Bloom items regarding IRT Model 1, 2, and 3 Logistic, there were 10 out of 24 items compatible with 1-PL model; 15 out of 24 items compatible with 2-PL model; and 20 out of 24 items compatible with 3-PL model. Hence, the most compatible model for the Digital Assessment Bloom (DAB) was Logistic Parametric 3 (PL-3). This suggested that the model used in this IRT study was 3-PL. These findings seemed to be consistent with previous researchers [15, 16] . [15] indicated that the three-parameter logistic model showed higher significant relationship to CTT in term of item discrimination and item difficulty, whereas, the two-parameter logistic model revealed lower significant relationship to CTT in term of item discrimination. Futhermore, [16] stated that the three-parameter logistic model was the most comparable induced with IRT.
B. Matching test on logistic parametric model

C. Good and non-good items classification
After matching test conducted, 3-PL model was used to estimate items and ability. The parameter analysed using Bilog MG 3.0 in this study was discriminate power (a), difficulty level (b) and pseudo-guessing (c). Table 2 shows the result of the analysis. In accordance with Table III and PL-3 Model regarding parameter analysis, it can be concluded that there were 8 notgood test items and 16 good test items. Then, the not-good items were replaced while the good items were saved in DAB test item bank to be used later for evaluation.
IV. CONCLUSION The IRT's Assumptions have fulfilled the DAB instrument. The unidimensional assumption suggests that there is one dominant factor which is mathematics ability. The local independence assumption is generated from the unidimensional case. While, the parameter invariance assumptions are concluded from the analysis result of participant responses on different gender group. The weakness of this study is that there is no analysis on participants' ability estimation resulted from the DAB instrument. Therefore, for further study, a more comprehensive study should be administered by elaborating participant ability estimation using either Bayesian method or maximum likelihood method. In addition, implementing DAB in different region might foster the study impact in a vast way.
